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Resumen del Proyecto 

Monitorizar el tráfico en tiempo real requiere de un gran despliegue tecnológico: cámaras de 

tráfico, sensores GPS en algunos vehículos que requieren pago, GPS estáticos en ciertas ubicaciones 

de las carreteras, sensores ubicados por la ciudad, etcétera. Es por ello, que apostar por hacer una 

aplicación con este objetivo, requeriría una gran inversión financiera para poder adquirir estos 

equipamientos. 

Hoy en día, la gran mayoría llevamos en nuestros bolsillos dispositivos más potentes que el 

ordenador que se utilizó para llegar a la Luna por primera vez, pero no solemos aprovechar todo el 

potencial de estos. 

¿Podríamos utilizar estos dispositivos de forma altruista para conseguir aquello que requeriría un 

gran despliegue económico? La respuesta es sí, y para ello el desarrollo de la aplicación Mobility 

Tracker. Gracias al Participatory Sensing, se puede conseguir mapear el tráfico en una determinada 

zona con la colaboración de los usuarios mediante el simple envío de sus datos. Crear una aplicación 

que trabaje en segundo plano y apenas consuma batería es la solución tecnológica más eficiente para 

conseguir nuestro propósito, y este es el objetivo de este desarrollo. 
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Resum del projecte 

Monitoritzar el trànsit en temps real requereix d'un gran desplegament tecnològic: càmeres de 

trànsit, sensors GPS en alguns vehicles que requereixen pagament, GPS estàtics en certes ubicacions 

de les carreteres, sensors ubicats per la ciutat, etcètera. És per això, que apostar per fer una aplicació 

amb aquest objectiu, requeriria d’una gran inversió financera per poder adquirir aquests 

equipaments.  

Avui dia, la gran majoria portem a les nostres butxaques dispositius més potents que l'ordinador 

que es va utilitzar per arribar a la Lluna per primera vegada, però no solem aprofitar tot el potencial 

d'aquests.  

Podríem utilitzar aquests dispositius de manera altruista per aconseguir allò que requeriria un gran 

desplegament econòmic? La resposta és sí, i per a això el desenvolupament de l'aplicació Mobility 

Tracker. Gràcies al Participatory Sensing, es pot aconseguir mapejar el trànsit en una determinada 

zona amb la col·laboració dels usuaris mitjançant el simple enviament de les seves dades. Crear una 

aplicació que treballi en segon pla i tot just consumeixi bateria és la solució tecnològica més eficient 

per aconseguir el nostre propòsit, i aquest és l'objectiu d'aquest desenvolupament. 
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Abstract 

Monitor traffic in real time requires a great technology deployment: traffic cameras, GPS sensors 

in some vehicles that require payment, GPS in certain static locations of roads, sensors located across 

the city, and so on. Therefore, opting in making an application for this purpose, would require a large 

financial investment to acquire this equipment.  

Today, the vast majority of people carry in their pockets more powerful devices that the computer 

that was used to reach the moon for the first time, but usually is not realized the full potential of these.  

Could these devices be altruistically used to reach what would require a great economic 

deployment? The answer is yes, and is the main reason of the development of Mobility Tracker 

application. Thanks to Participatory Sensing, traffic mapping can be done in a specific area with the 

collaboration of users by simply sending their data. Creating an application that works in the 

background and just consume battery is the most efficient technology solution for our purpose, and 

this is the aim of this development. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Context 

Knowledge of updated accurate data is nowadays the most powerful tool. Having this data 

synchronized and processed in real time is one of the aims to bring the future. Sensors are being 

located in our environment to learn and predict about the best chance that can be chosen. 

Road traffic information is an unpredictable data that can lead to such different situations. For this 

reason, it is important to have real time information, as having data of past event would not be useful 

for the user. Obtaining this data is expensive and the maintenance costly if it is carried away by private 

funding. Setting sensors to trace the traffic all around the road would mean having a sensor at least 

every 0.5 km, what would mean needing to bear with purchasing cost and also maintenance. 

Mobile Millennium is a research project that is focused in a pilot traffic-monitoring system. This 

project was started in University of California (Berkley) and has been brought to Sweden by a 

partnership between Linköping University, Royal Institute of Technology and Sweco Infrastructure. 

The initiative to establish a platform for research and development for real-time traffic information 

and traffic management is funded also by Trafikverket. 

Nowadays, the main source of the data are GPS located in some taxis and also some sensors along 

the roads. This sensors are not enough to map with high-fidelity the traffic state, so more sensors are 

required to render real time roads status. 

1.2. Objectives 

Private funding to locate more sensors along the roads is an expensive process. Crowd founding is 

a new generation idea to found individual projects which cannot be financed by an own individual. 

Abstracting the idea from money to data, participatory sensing is the most efficient method to collect 

such accurate information. 

The aim of this project is developing an app that will collect the data from the cell phones and 

updated to a database so it can be processed and mapped properly. This application will run in 

background so the user would not have to worry about it, and it could be turned on and off as user 

wants. 

Data from the different sensors of the cell phone will be gathered to place accurately the position 

of the phone. GPS data produces, apart from location, information related to speed and orientation, 

so predictions of next situation can be made. Network data, associated with main cell and neighboring 

cells, gives a fine location when the signal strength is processed and triangulated in a map. Wifi 

connection connected with accelerometer set the sampling to start and stop, as if a working network 

is detected, there won’t be a road traffic movement data willed to be stored and would pause storing 

process. 
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Draining the battery is one of the most concerning topics regarding mobile phones. Mobile 

Millennium Stockholm app has been developed so the consumption is the lowest possible and would 

not mean a problem for the person who decides to share the data. 

1.3. Outline 

The aim of this document is providing all the information needed to develop the app from zero, 

having the basic Android developing skills. 

The first chapter, Chapter 2, explains how Participatory Sensing works. How data can be collected 

and processed from multiple users and then be processed to map real time traffic and other different 

enforcements. 

Chapter 3 is the functional design. A high level explanation of how the app works is given for any 

user to understand it without any previous knowledge required so it can be understood how data will 

be collected and stored locally. 

Chapter 4 is the technical design. This document is low level explanation that could be given to any 

Android Developer and program the same application it has been developed for my thesis. Attached 

in the appendix, diagrams and app screens can be found for the developer know how the app looks 

like. 

Chapter 5 shows the results obtained by the app. Once data is collected and stored, it can be 

imported into Matlab and work with it so the results can be plot and easily shown to the user to 

understand them. 

Finally, the last chapter is about the future of the app, how should it evolve and thinks that can be 

improved, as a Conclusion of the work done during the semester by the student. 
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2. Participatory sensing 

Today, people are increasingly able to share in the internet. Blogs, social networks, posts, 

comments and similar and in our nowadays live and it is in our routine to show to those who are 

listening your way of feeling or a funny moment that occurred to you during the day, using either of 

the commented channels. 

Moreover, mobile phone market has incredibly increased in the last decade, and it will be soon 

when the smartphone number of active devices will be over the computers around the world. It is 

estimated that around 2 billion cell phones are used and connected to the net, which gives a wide 

range of possibilities to work with them. 

The up growth of the mobiles has carried into an increase of mobile data connection. The need of 

internet access to have updated data has implicated also an increment in the necessity to hire data 

connection from the user point of view. 

To sum up, society is equipped with intelligent devices with technology that is not even usually 

utilized and the power op uploading and sharing information at any time of the day. The combination 

of this factors brings up a new idea called Participatory Sensing, where the technology of the devices 

can be exploited and data collected to process it later. 

Once this data is uploaded to the cloud, with the user permission, next step is processing it to get 

patterns about the behavior of the users. These patterns would join in a Global Knowledge that can 

be feedbacked to the users who are sharing their information, so they win something back by having 

their sensors data. 

 

2.1. Requirements 

Having a Participatory Sensing working tool does not require a huge investment in technology, as 

the main part is provided by the users when using their mobile phones. However, there are some basic 

requirements that are necessary. 

Device supporting the app 

First step for having a Participatory Sensing working is encouraging people to share their data 

through their devices. The first item in the data collecting chain is the device provided by the user 

being able to support the software that had been previously designed. 

Internet access 

Once the app can be running in the user’s cell phone or tablet, to store updated data and having a 

real time global knowledge, the user is required to have a data connection to internet so they can 

share the information collected. 
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Cloud storage 

Data from the user is to be stored in the Cloud, so the Participatory Sensing tool developers are to 

provide a server so the data can be collected from the different devices that are sharing in real time. 

This is the only part where the company should invest in as for hardware is meant. 

Data processing protocol 

When data is stored in the server’s database, a data processing algorithm is needed so the global 

knowledge acquired by the Participatory Sensing project can be mapped and used in a specific way, 

aiming the result willing to obtain. 

2.2. Possible applications 

This new way of collecting data has widened the possibility of different projects to work on. These 

are some of the possible projects that can be done with the new data collection technique. 

Personal reflection on environmental impact and exposure 

People density data together with fast food restaurants that are already in the database are 

collected to make the most efficient route home. This data would be processed by knowing if there 

are so many cars, there more contamination, taking care for the environmental impact for the 

individual, recommending the healthier route. 

Impacts of climate change 

By collecting the pictures of different people during the day, month and year, they can be 

compared and extrapolated to know how climate change is affecting in a specific area. By having the 

GPS location of the pictures and comparing the ones with the same location and orientation, these 

pictures can be contrasted and processed. 

Grassroots sensing of pollution 

After an agreement between all the neighbors, sound data is being collected to demonstrate 

against a freight route. Trucks, lorries and busses disturb the peace of the neighborhood and this 

project aims to have this route relocated passing through another street. This data is to be send to the 

city council to act properly. 

Monitoring elder care 

GPS and microphone data can tell to the family how much time is the person staying at home and 

going to the street. With this information, the families can know about their health and taking care of 

them from the distance, and being warned in case of diminishing health. 
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Distributed sensing for bike commuters 

Used as a social network, this project aims to collect the imperfection on the road as the person 

notices them. When stopped in front of a hole in the middle of the bike lane, bike riders can alert the 

other social users about this problem in the road. When collecting data from the riders, a route 

without any impediments can be calculated and recommended to the bikers. 
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3. Functional design 

3.1. User’s interfaces 

Main screen 

When the app is opened, the main layout will be loaded for the user to interact with. This layout is 

composed by three different sections: Navigation bar, Sensors data information and App state. 

Navigation bar 

The navigation bar includes the name of the app and a button for deleting the data base (Annex 

A.2).  

Database deleting button will totally delete the stored data from the device and will not be possible 

to undo. When this button is pressed, a confirmation pop-up will allow the user to either confirm or 

cancel the operation. 

Sensors data information 

This section of the screen is divided by the different sensors information: Location, Accelerometer, 

Cellular Cell Id, Wifi (Annex A.1). 

Location: Shows the information of the latitude and longitude obtained by the GPS and by google 

when asking for a specific cell id or Wifi network. GPS data is uploaded whenever there is an update. 

Google data is updated every sampling period. “No data” can be shown when it is not connected or 

there has not been an update yet. 

Accelerometer: Shows the calculated data from the three axis of the accelerometer, the calculated 

norm and difference from last norm. The values show are mean, standard deviation and maximum. 

Data is updated every sampling period. 

Cellular Cell Id: Shows the Id and Location Area Code from the connected cell and the first two 

neighbors. Moreover, it shows the signal strength of the main cell. Data is updated every sampling 

period. 

Wifi: Connected Wifi network is shown if there is a Wifi connection. If the Wifi is enabled but there 

is no connection, “Not connected” will be shown and if it is not even enabled it will be “Not enabled”. 

Data is updated every sampling period. 
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App state 

The application state is shown at the bottom of the user interface screen (Annex A.3). 

Start-stop button 

Possible states: Start, stop. 

This button starts the process of storing the sensors data when Start is shown, and stop the process 

when Stop is in it. This will start/stop a background process that will be updating the data from the 

sensors and saving it into a database. 

Moving state 

Possible states: Moving, Not moving, Waiting for movement. 

This text shows if the device is moving or not, by showing a green Moving text or red Not moving 

one. Waiting for movement will be shown when the app is restoring from the background and no info 

had been received yet. 

Listening state 

Possible state: Listening, Not listening. 

This text shows if the app is storing data into the database. 

Table of possible states 

 

 Moving Not moving Waiting for movement 

Listening Possible Possible Possible 

Not listening Not possible Possible Possible 

 

Settings screen 

When the menu is displayed, the only option is Settings. If this option is selected, it will bring the 

user to the Settings screen. 

Settings are divided in 4 groups: Providers collected, Sampling time, GPS options, Start-stop 

recording (Annex A.1). 

Providers collected 

Last version of the app enables the user to decide about storing the Wifi sensor. 

Wifi enabled (checked, unchecked): Enables the Wifi and starts the Wifi connection when button 

Start is pressed. Wifi information will be stored in the database. Wifi will be started programmatically 

if this checkbox is set true. 
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Store Wifi neighbors (checked, unchecked): Allows the app to make a scan every sampling time 

looking for the Wifi neighboring networks. These networks will be stored in the database. This setting 

is only enabled if the previous checkbox “Wifi enabled” is checked. 

Sampling time 

This section allows the user setting the different timings for the periodic tasks. 

Movement detection processing (number, msec): Determines the interval of time to detect if there 

is movement or not. This periodic task will calculate if there is movement every milliseconds set in the 

pop-up screen. Default: 1000 msec. 

Sensor sampling time (number, sec): Determines how often the data is updated and stored into 

the data base. This will be directly related to the battery drain, as the more often data is stored, the 

more battery will be drained. Default: 30 sec. 

Accelerometer rate of sampling (number, usec): Determines the sampling time of the 

accelerometer, how often should be the accelerometer data collected from the app for the later 

calculation of movement. Default: 100 usec. 

GPS options 

GPS enabled (checked, unchecked): Enables storing data from the GPS and requesting for location 

updates. If GPS is not enabled, as it cannot be turned on programmatically, a pop-up will ask the user 

to set it on for the program to store the data properly. 

Time out for GPS (number, sec): Time from GPS start until a possible fix is checked. Once the GPS 

has requested a new location, this time-out is a drain battery saving as if no location is fixed after the 

time out, GPS will be stopped. Default: 1800 sec. 

Min time (number, msec): Minimum time between GPS location updates for the data to be 

requested. This means, that if last update time is not older than set time, new data will not be 

considered as valid and will not be updated. Default: 10 msec. 

Min distance (number, m): Minimum distance between GPS location updates for the data to be 

requested. This means, that if there is no change of position higher than the set distance, new data 

will not be considered as valid and will not be updated. Default: 10 m. 

Min time and Min distance need to be both valid for data to be updated. Both settings are 

requested for a new update. For example, if last request is older than the set time but distance is no 

higher than set distance, there will be no update.  

Start-stop recording 

Moving threshold (Start) (number): Threshold for accelerometer values to determine if there is 

movement. This threshold is related to the standard deviation of the accelerometer values, which 

determine if the device is moving. Default: 0.5. 
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Stop time (number, sec): Time of the device being stopped so the data storing task can be stopped. 

No detecting movement in this interval of time would mean there is no displacement of the user. 

Default: 1800 sec.  

3.2. Application cycle 

The main purpose of the app is storing data from the GPS. Enabling directly the GPS and have it 

running will drain a lot of battery, so the activity cycle will be leaded to save energy. The application 

will update and store data from the different sensors so the GPS draining is the fewest possible. By 

processing the real time data, the software will decide which the best action to save battery is. 

Moreover, user can change the settings to regulate battery draining. 

Initially, a general diagram will be explained and following it there will be more detailed ones. 

General diagram 

When the user presses the button Start on the app, a background process is created to start 

detecting movement. As far as the device is not moving, there will be no more action. Once movement 

is detected, a different background process will be started to handle the different sensors. 

Data Processing service will start the sensors and another threat to handle the GPS. The Data 

Processing process will update and store in the database the information related to the sensors. 

GPS task will be started managing the GPS sensor, setting the sensor to request for updates. A time 

out will be set to ask if a fix is found once it is finished. If there is a location found, GPS will continue 

running, if not found, GPS updates will be stopped. GPS will be started again if the Data Processing 

threat detects a change on Wifi network or Main cell id. 

Diagram related: Annex B.1. 

Initializing app diagram 

When the app is opened from the device interface, the main user’s interface will be loaded. The 

software will check if the app was running before to wait for upcoming values from the sensors or set 

the default ones. Finally, it will set the action to the Start-Stop button for the user to interact with. 

Diagram related: Annex B.2. 

Movement detection diagram 

When Start button is pressed, a new background task is started. To perform this task, firstly there 

is a setting for the movement detector and then a periodic task deciding whether is movement or not. 

Diagram related: Annex B.3. 
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Setting movement detector diagram 

Initially, the default values for the app are set. Then, values set in the Settings screen are updated 

to adjust the movement detector. Wifi state is saved so when the user stops the app will be back to 

the original state. Detector is finally set by the accelerometer sensor with the values defined by the 

user defining a periodic task checking for the movement. 

Diagram related: Annex B.3.a. 

Periodic movement detector task diagram 

Once the movement detector is set, the app checks for the accelerometer and calculates the 

statistics of stored parameter values. From these values, there is a decision determining if there is 

movement or not. This decision is related to the standard deviation and the threshold defined in the 

Settings. 

If movement is detected and there is no data recording process, the app will start Storing data. 

If movement is not detected and there has not been detected movement for a time longer than 

the Setting’s defined Stop time, the Storing data task will be stopped. 

Diagram related: Annex B.3.b. 

Data Processing diagram 

As for the Movement detection diagram, the Data Processing background task is also composed by 

a parameters setting where the sensors are set up, and then a periodic task to update and store these 

data is started simultaneously with the GPS requesting for updates. 

Diagram related: Annex B.4. 

Setting Data processing service diagram 

Once the Data storing task is pushed to start from the movement detector, the default values are 

set to the parameters. The different sensors are checked to be available in the device were the 

program is running and disables the ones not found for not to store the data. Available are set up and 

values from the Settings updated to listen the sensors which will request for updates. Finally, the 

periodic task is started. 

Diagram related: Annex B.4.a. 

Periodic Data processing service diagram 

When the Data processing parameters are set, the periodic task is started. As the target is to get 

an accurate periodic timestamp for the global data, initially only the Global table required information 

is updated, so accelerometer values are calculated, Wifi connection information is updated and also 

the gsm connection. This data is stored in the Global table. At the same time, Wifi and gsm updated 

data is compared to the previous one and if there has been a change on Wifi network or gsm cell, GPS 

will be started again to look for a new fix if the listener is not requesting for updates. Following, the 

gsm neighbors are updated and stored and also, if requested in Settings, the Wifi neighbors. Finally, 

this data is send to the screen for the user to have a feedback and see what is being stored.   
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Diagram related: Annex B.4.b. 

3.3. Data stored 

Data from 6 different sensors is stored in a local database. The sensors from which data is 

requested are: Accelerometer, Battery, GPS, Gsm, Net Location and Wifi. 

Sensors data 

Accelerometer 

Raw data from the accelerometer is collected in a parameter of the Accelerometer object but never 

directly stored to the data base. Only the statistic values are saved locally in the device. The values 

stored are the ones related to: X axis, Y axis, Z axis, Norm and Difference between last and actual 

Norm. 

The calculated statistics that are stored from each of the previous values stored are: Mean, 

Standard deviation, Maximum and Minimum. 

By combining the different values to the different statistics we will get the 16 different values that 

are stored in the Accelerometer Table from the database. 

Battery 

Battery level is stored in the Global table. The main purpose is to parameterize the battery draining 

of the app. 

GPS 

GPS data is the most desired information as it is the one that gives most accurate information about 

the device movement and displacement. Data obtained and stored from the GPS is: GPS latitude, GPS 

longitude, Measure accuracy, Speed, Orientation. 

Gsm 

Data obtained from GSM, WCDMA or LTE is stored in the Gsm table, which data is: Cell Id, Location 

Area Code, Primary Scrambling Code, Network Type, Operator, Signal Strength. 

Network Type is specifying if the network is GSM, WCDMA, LTE, etc. 

Net 

Net location is the latitude and longitude obtained by google when the information about the Cell 

Id or the Wifi connection is send. This information is stored in the Global table. 

Wifi 

Wifi connection and neighbors information is stored in Wifi Table, which includes: IP address, SSID 

(name of Wifi network), BSSID (Mac address from the router), Mac address from device and Signal 

Strength. 
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Table structure 

Global table 

Includes a summary from all the sensors except from the Accelerometer. Includes the most reliable 

data from every sensor. This table is updated every sampling period. 

Accelerometer table 

Includes all the statistic data related to the accelerometer. This table is updated every sampling 

period. 

GPS table 

Includes all the information regarding to the GPS values. This table is updated every new update 

received on the GPS listener. 

Gsm table 

Includes the information from the main cell and the neighboring cells. This table is updated every 

sampling period. 

Wifi table 

Includes the information from the connected network and the detected networks when scanning 

for available ones. This table is updated every sampling period. 

3.4. Energy saving functionalities 

The next step for the application is to drain the less possible battery. However, in this first version 

of the app, some functionalities to save energy had been developed. 

Movement detection 

The main purpose of the app is storing data when a displacement is held. Recording GPS data when 

there is no displacement will be a drain of battery, so to save some battery the software learns from 

the movement of the device to start recording when a movement is detected and stop recording when 

it is not. 

Accelerometer sensor is used to determine if the device is moving. In addition, main cell id and Wifi 

connected network will define if there has been a large movement as a change on these sensors would 

mean that there has been a displacement and GPS should start requesting for updates if it was not 

doing it. 

GPS time-out for location 

GPS data is the most valuable information to parameterize and process to estimate the type of 

displacement. Even tough, having this sensor working all the time drains a lot of battery, and even 

more if it is requesting for a location and there is no fix obtained. 
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Setting a time-out to get a fix will help saving some battery when no GPS location update can be 

received. This situation can happen indoors, places with low signals or without direct communication 

with the satellites. 

3.5. Additional features 

Background services 

One of the most important features of this app is that is able to work in the background. There is 

no dependency on an Activity to be working on. The user does not need to worry about the 

background processes. Deleting all the foreground applications will not affect to our app and 

movement detection and storing tasks will be running in the background. 

This allow the user not to care if the app is properly running or if it has been stopped. 

Intelligent Wifi data collecting 

If the user is connected to a Wifi network, even if the “Wifi enabled” checkbox is not marked, Wifi 

connection will be stored. This will not drain any battery as no scan will be needed, but the information 

of the network connection which is already stored in the device. 

Remembering Wifi state 

When Start button is pressed, Wifi state (enabled or disabled) will be saved. As this sensor can be 

switched on and off by the app, when stopping the storing process by pressing the Stop button, the 

Wifi state will return to the original state and be enabled back or disabled as it initially was. 
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4. Technical design 

4.1. Application cycle 

Launching the app 

When the app is selected from the main menu of the device of from a shortcut, the process to be 

done in the onCreate() method of the MainAcivity.class is: 

- Define the default values for the global parameters: 

o Boolean global values: 

 Set to false: listening, receiverRegistered, 

listeningBeforeSettings, settingsAccessed. 

o Integer values: 

 sampling_store_ms = 1000 

 sampling_accel_ms = SensorManager.SENSOR_DELAY_FASTEST 

- Check if the state parameter passed from the method is null 

o If true, the app had been paused or stopped. Then we should update the global 

variables listening, receiverRegistered, moving and recording to their last 

value. Then, text views shown in the user screen activity_main.xml will be 

updated to the properly text. Text views to be updated are: 

 movement, depending on moving: 

 If listening = false – text: R.string.no_lis, color: 
R.color.yellow 

 True – Text: R.string.mov, Color: R.color.green_rec 

 False – Text: R.string.no_mov, Color: R.color.red_notrec 

 recording, depending on record 

 True – Text: R.string.rec, Color: R.color.green_rec 

 False – Set as default in the main.xml 

o If false, the app didn’t call the onSaveInstanceState previously. Then the key 

KEY_APP_RUNNING existence is checked. 

 If it does exist, app was running before. Then, to be done is: 

 Update listening global variable from key KEY_LISTENING 

 If the key is true, text views to be changed are: 

o startstop.button – Text: R.string.stop 

o recording – Text: R.string.rec, Color: 
R.color.green_rec 

 movement – Text: R.string.wait_mov, Color: 

R.color.yellow (This means the app is waiting for 

the app to get the movement to know whether is 

moving or not) 

 If it does not exist, app was not running before. Nothing to be done. 

- Set action to start-stop button, which is defined afterwards 
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Then, onCreateOptionsMenu is called. In this method, the only thing to be done is inflate the 

menu defined in R.menu.main (main.xml). 

Data storing cycle 

Main Activity process 

The data storing cycle begins when the user decides to press the button of Start-Stop in the GUI 

shown in the app. Once this happens, the button can be in two different states: 

- Button state: Start (listening = false) 

o Change listening to true 

o Change text in button startstop to R.string.stop 

o Start the MovementProcessing service 

o Register the Broadcast Receiver of the Main Activity 

- Button state: Stop (listening = true) 

o Stop the MovementProcessing service 

o Unregister the Broadcast Receiver of the Main Activity 

o Change listening to false 

o Change text in button startstop to R.string.start 

o Change text of movement.textview – Text: R.string.no_lis, Color: 
R.color.yellow 

o Change text of recording.textview – Text: R.string.no_rec, Color: 
R.color.red_notrec 

- Finally, independently from the state, to be done: updateAppKeys with the values: true, 

listening actual value and recordingData actual value 

Movement Detection Service 

Movement Processing Service is launched from the Main activity when Start button is pressed. 

Actions to be done when starting the process when the system calls onCreate are: 

- Define the default values for the global parameters: 

o Boolean values 

 Set to false: storingData 

o Integer values 

 rate_acc_us = 100 

 stopStoringTime_s = 1800 

o Long values 

 sampling_acc_ms = 1000 

 lastTimeMov_ms = 0 

o Double values 

 acc_mov_th = 0.5 

- Update settings from the defined in the Preferences. Key values to be updated into global 

variables are: 

o sampling_acc.preference updated in sampling_acc_ms 

o acc_threshold.preference updated in acc_mov_th 

o stop_time.preference updated in stopStoringTime_s 
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o rate_acc.preference updated in rate_acc_us 

- Save Wifi sensor state (connected or disconnected) 

o Create a Wifi object related to the wifiManager and retrieve the state if it is connected 

or not to the key KEY_WIFI_STATE 

- Start the accelerometer process 

o Define the accelerometer sensor and listen to update 

o Start a scheduled at fixed rate runnable. To be done periodically: 

 Calculate the statistics data from the accelerometer by calling 

calculateAccelerometerData, which calculates mean, standard deviation, 

maximum and minimum from the three axis (x, y and z), the norm and the 

difference of contiguous norms. 

 Decide if there is movement. This decision is done by comparing the standard 

deviation of the three axis and the norm and checking if any is higher than the 

threshold. 

 If movement is detected 

o Update last time of movement to current time 

o If data is not being stored 

 Change storingData to true 

 Start DataProcessing service 

 If no movement is detected and data is being stored 

o Check if stopped time is higher than the user defined 

threshold 

 If higher, stop DataProcessing service 

Movement service is destroyed when pressed Stop button. Then, actions to be done are: 

- Stop listening for updates of the Accelerometer sensor 

- Cancel the scheduled runnables to retrieve data from accelerometer 

- If Wifi state was disconnected, switch off the Wifi sensor 

Data storing process 

Data Processing Service 

Data Processing Service is started from the Movement Detection service. When this Service is 

started, actions to be done in the onCreate() are: 

- Define the default values for the global parameters: 

o Boolean values 

 Set to false: scheduledTimeout, receiverRegistered, setWifiProgrammatically 

 Set to true: firstSetting 

o Boolean List: 

 sensorON[] = {true, true, false, true, true, false} 

 sensorSet[] = {false, false, false, false, false, false} 

 sensorListening[] = {false, false, false, false, false, false} 

o Integer values 

 sampling_storage_s = 30 

 rate_acc_us = 100 
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 timeoutGps_s = 30 

 minTime_ms = 0  

 minDist_m = 0 

- Set the SensorsValue object and DatabaseHelper 

- Set the listener for the Broadcast Receiver, to detect when Action is Change of Wifi state 

o If Wifi state is Connected and it has not been set programmatically 

 Set sensorON[5] to true 

 Edit preference “use_wifi” to true 

 Call listenSensors() to listen Wifi 

o If Wifi state is Disconnected and it has not been set programmatically 

 Set sensorON[5] to false 

 Edit preference “use_wifi” to false 

 Call to stopWifi() 

 Update Wifi data to take the current state of connection 

- Check for available sensors 

o Check if all the sensors are available by checking: 

 0. FEATURE_SENSOR_ACCELEROMETER 

 1. All devices has Battery 

 2. FEATURE_LOCATION_GPS 

 3. SIM_STATE_ABSENT or SIM_STATE_UNKNOWN 

 4. FEATURE_LOCATION_NETWORK 

 5. FEATURE_WIFI 

o If any of the sensors is not available sensorON[i] = false 

- Set the Sensors (by calling to NAME_OF_SENSOR.setSensor() ) the ones that have: 

o Set to true: sensorON[i] 

o Set to false: sensorSet[i] 

o In the case of GPS, nothing needs to be done when setting the sensors. 

- Update settings from the defined in the Preferences. Key values to be updated into global 

variables are: 

o wifi_neighs.preference updated in listenWifiNeighs  

o use_gps.preference updated in sensorON[2] 

o use_wifi.preference updated in sensorON[5] 

o Check if Wifi enabled, and if so, set sensorON[5] to true 

o sampling_storage_s.preference updated in sampling_storage_s 

o rate_acc.preference update in rate_acc_us 

o timeout_s.preference update in timeoutGps_s 

o minTime_ms.preference update in minTime_ms 

o minDist_m.preference update in minDist_m 

- Register the listener for updates (by calling to NAME_OF_SENSOR.listenSensor() ) the ones that 

have: 

o Set to true: sensorON[i] 

o Set to false: sensorListening[i] 

o In the case of GPS, Gps Storing Data Process is started 

 If there was a scheduledTimeout, it should be cancelled 
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 GpsDataProcessing service is started to set the GPS and request for updates 

 A time-out is scheduled. When this time out finishes, it checks if there is a fix 

in the GPS data 

 If there is no fix, GpsDataProcessing service is stopped 

- Start Storing Data process 

o Start a scheduled at fixed rate runnable. To be done periodically: 

 Store Data by following the next steps 

 If sensorON[0] is true, update Accelerometer data 

 Update battery data 

 If sensorON[5] is true, update Wifi data 

 Insert Global table data, passing a SensorsValue object 1 

 Insert Accelerometer Table Data, passing a SensorsValue object 1 

 If sensorON[3] is true, 

o Update the Gsm Neighbors Data 

o Insert Gsm Table Data, passing a SensorsValue object 1 

 If sensorON[5] is true, 

o If listenWifiNeighs is true, call updateWifiNeighs from the Wifi 

object 

o Insert Wifi Table Data by passing SensorsValue object 1 

 Send data to screen by passing the information in a Broadcast message. 

This service can be stopped from the Movement Detection Service, so the onDestroy() method will 

be called. Actions to be done in this method are: 

- Stop the listeners 

o In the case of GPS, GpsStoringData service is stopped 

- Cancel the scheduled runnables to update and insert data in the database 

- Send a Broadcast to the Main Activity notifying that Data Storage has been stopped. 

- Unregister de Broadcast receiver. 

Sensors data update 

The sensors are updated differently for each of them, so depending on each sensor, actions to be 

done are different. 

Accelerometer 

- A new value is updated every rate_us. This value is added to an array. When calculate 

accelerometer data is called, the statistics of the array are calculated. 

- New statistics data are calculated every sampling_storage_s in the DataProcessing service and 

saved in the SensorsValue object of DataProcessing service. 

Battery 

- Data is updated and stored every sampling_storage_s in the DataProcessing service 

                                                           

1 Inserting into the database is done by calling a method from the DatabaseHelper, once the previous desired 
data is updated. 
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GPS 

- A listener is set to wait for updates.  

- Every time there is a new update, data is stored in the database and send to the screen by a 

broadcast. 

- In the global table, the stored data is  

Gsm 

- A listener is set to listen for updates. Every time there is an update on the main cell information, 

an interface communicates with the DataProcessing service and updates the information into 

the SensorsValue object. 

- New data is inserted into the database and showed to the user every sampling_storage_s 

- If there is a new Main Cell Id, Gps Storing Data Process is started 

Network Location 

- A listener is set to listen for updates. Every time there is an update on the main cell information, 

an interface communicates with the DataProcessing service and updates the information into 

the SensorsValue object. 

- New data is inserted into the database and showed to the user every sampling_storage_s 

Wifi Data 

- Data is updated and stored every sampling_storage_s in the DataProcessing service, when the 

last connection information is requested and updated. 

- If there is a different Wifi BSSID network, Gps Storing Data Process is started 

Change on Activity state 

The Main Activity of the application is defined in the MainActivity class. This activity is started when 

the app is started and when the app is send to the background android can pause, stop or destroy it. 

Depending on the change of the state, different actions need to be done: 

- Activity started 

o Register the Broadcast receiver, if not done yet 

- Activity paused 

o Update the keys: Running, Listening, Recording 2 

- Activity resumed 

o Register the Broadcast receiver, if not done yet 

o If returning from settings and listening before entering settings, perform click on start-

stop button 

- Activity stopped 

o Update the keys: Running, Listening, Recording 2 

o Unregister broadcast receiver 

- Activity destroyed 

                                                           

2 To perform this actions, the best way is defining a method (updateAppKeys(Boolean running, Boolean 
listening, Boolean recording) ) so there is no need on writing that many code. 
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o Update the keys: Running, Listening, Recording 2 

o Unregister broadcast receiver 

When the activity state changes from paused to stopped, onSaveInstanceState() is called. To save 

the actual state, the following boolean keys are saved: 

- listening 

- receiverRegistered 

- moving 

- recording 

Broadcast communications 

Broadcast communications are used to send data to other objects or services that don’t have direct 

communication. In this app, there are two broadcast communication between classes. 

Movement Processing to Main Activity 

- Purpose: Show to the user the state of movement of the device via screen. 

- Data send 

o Boolean moving: Determines if there is movement in the device 

Data Processing to Main Activity 

- Purpose: Show to the user the data collected from the sensors that has been saved into the 

data base 

- Data send 

o Accelerometer: Mean, standard deviation and max from 3 axis, norm and difference 

of norms 

o Network provider location: latitude and longitude 

o Gsm: Cell Id, LAC and PSC from main cell and 2 neighboring cells. RSSI from Main Cell 

o Wifi: IP, SSID, BSSID, MAC and RSSI 

Gps Data Processing to Main Activity 

- Purpose: Update the last GPS data to be shown to the user 

- Data send 

o GPS latitude 

o GPS longitude 

Settings cycle 

To access the settings, it only can be done from the inflated menu. Then, onOptionsItemSelected() 

is called. If the item is action_settings, actions to be done are: 

- Start SettingsActivity. 

- Set settingsAccessed to true. 

- MainActivity is paused. 

Once in the Settings Activity 

- When starting the SettingsActivity, 
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o If for the first time, onCreate() is called. Actions to be done are 

 Add to editMyPrefs.preferences all the values of Settings. 

o onResume() is called in any case. Broadcast message is send to MainActivity receiver 

to notify that settings had been accessed. In MainActiviy, when this broadcast is 

received, Stop button will be pressed for stop recording while settings are being 

changed. 

- When leaving SettingsActivity 

o onPause() is called. A broadcast is send to the MainActivity to notify that is returning 

from Settigns. 

- When a Setting has been changed, 

o onSharedPreferenceChanged() is called 

o The “key” is checked to match with the preference that has been changed and the new 

value is updated to the SharedPreference editMyPrefs. 

Once returning to the MainActivity, the activity is Resumed. If it was recording before and coming 

back from settings, Start button is pressed. 

Deleting database cycle 

In the navigation bar, an icon is showed for deleting the local database. This icon is inflated in the 

MainActivity when the onCreateOptionsMenu. If an item of the menu is selected and matches with 

action_deleteDB 

- DeleteDbAlertDialogFragment is shown. 

o If Yes selected, the database is erased from local 

o If No selected, no action is done 

4.2. Layouts 

Activity Main layout  

- Scrollview3 

o Linear layout (match parent, wrap content) 

 Text view, title: main title (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, subtitle: gps (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: gps_lat (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: gps_long (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_lat (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_long (wrap content, wrap content) 

 View: text_color (fill_parent, 1dp) 

 Text view, subtitle: accel (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table layout: accel_tablelayout (fill parent, wrap content) 

 Table row: accel_title (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

                                                           

3 Non specified color is text_color. If specified, it means it has a different one. 
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o Text view, text: mean (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: std_dev (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: max (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: accel_rowx (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: x (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: accel_rowy (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: y (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: accel_rowz (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: z (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: accel_rowmod (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: mod (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: accel_rowdelta (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: delta (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: space (wrap content, wrap content) 

 View: text_color (fill_parent, 1dp) 

 Text view, subtitle: cell_id (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table layout: cell_tablelayout (fill parent, wrap content) 

 Table row: cell_main_row (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: cell_main (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: id (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: lac (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: cell_neig1_row (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: cell_neig1 (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: id (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: lac (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Table row: cell_neig2_row (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

o Text view, text: cell_neig2 (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: id (wrap content, wrap content) 

o Text view, text: lac (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: cell_main_strength (wrap content, wrap content) 
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 View: text_color (fill_parent, 1dp) 

 Text view, subtitle: wifi_title (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_ip (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_ssid (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_bssid (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_mac (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Text view, text: wifi_rssi (wrap content, wrap content) 

 Linear Layout (match_parent, wrap_content) 

 Button: start (wrap_content, wrap_content) 

 Linear layout: vertical(wrap content, match parent) 

o Text view, text: no_mov, red_notrec (wrap content, wrap 

content) 

o Text view, text: no_rec (wrap content, wrap content) 

Activity Settings Layout 

Relative layout, only includes a fragment where the preferences are placed. 

Preference Layout 

- Preference Screen 

o Preference Category: Providers collected 

 use_wifi: boolean (false) 

 wifi_neighs: boolean (false) 

o Preference Category: Sampling time 

 sampling_acc: decimal (1000) 

 sampling: decimal (30) 

 rate_acc: decimal (100) 

o Preference Category: GPS options 

 use_gps: boolean (false) 

 timeout_s: decimal (300) 

 minTime_ms: decimal (0) 

 minDist_m: decimal (0) 

o Preference Category: Start-stop recording 

 acc_threshold: decimal (0.5) 

 stop_time: decimal (1800) 

 

4.3. Database structure 

The database in which the app stores the information is based on SQLite. This database is stored 

in a folder called MobilityTracker, calling itself by the same name. The database name is: 

“/storage/sdcard0/MobilityTracker/MobilityTrackerData.db”. 

This database is componed by 5 tables: 
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- Global table (globalTable) 

- Accelerometer table (accelTable) 

- GPS table (gpsTable) 

- Gsm table (gsmTable) 

- Wifi table (wifiTable) 

Interconnections between these tables are shown in the appendix. 

Global Table 

This table is updated every sampling_s period, when the Data Processing runnable is run. Gps data 

is retrieved from the last known location. 

Name of Field Type of field 

measId INTEGER PRIMARY KEY 

batteryLevel INTEGER 

gpsLat REAL 

gpsLong REAL 

netLoc_lat REAL 

netLoc_long REAL 

gsmMainCell_id INTEGER 

gsmMainCell_str INTEGER 

wifi_bssid TEXT 

wifi_rssi INTEGER 

timeStamp TIMESTAMP DEFAULT 
(datetime('now','localtime')) 

 

Accelerometer table 

This table is updated every sampling_s period, when the Data Processing runnable is run. 

Name of Field Type of field 

measId INTEGER 

acc_x_mean REAL 

acc_x_stddev REAL 
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acc_x_max REAL 

acc_x_min REAL 

acc_y_mean REAL 

acc_y_stddev REAL 

acc_y_max REAL 

acc_y_min REAL 

acc_z_mean REAL 

acc_z_stddev REAL 

acc_z_max REAL 

acc_z_min REAL 

acc_norm_mean REAL 

acc_norm_stddev REAL 

acc_norm_max REAL 

acc_norm_min REAL 

acc_delta_mean REAL 

acc_delta_stddev REAL 

acc_delta_max REAL 

acc_delta_min REAL 

 

GPS table 

This table is updated every time there is an update on the Gps Listener. 

Name of Field Type of field 

gpsMeasId INTEGER PRIMARY KEY 

measId INTEGER 

gpsLat REAL 

gpsLong REAL 
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gpsAccu REAL 

gpsSpeed REAL 

gpsOri REAL 

gpsTimeStamp TIMESTAMP DEFAULT 
(datetime('now','localtime')) 

 

Gsm table 

This table is updated every sampling_s period, when the Data Processing runnable is run. In this 

table both Main Cell and Neighbours are stored. 

Name of Field Type of field 

measId INTEGER 

gsmCellId INTEGER 

gsmLac INTEGER 

gsmPsc INTEGER 

gsmNetType INTEGER 

gsmOperator TEXT 

gsmStrengh INTEGER 

gsmType INTEGER 

0: Main cell, 1: Neighbor 

gsmTimeStamp TIMESTAMP DEFAULT 
(datetime('now','localtime')) 

  

Wifi table 

This table is updated every sampling_s period, when the Data Processing runnable is run. In this 

table both Connected Network and Neighbours are stored. 

 

Name of Field Type of field 
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measId INTEGER 

wifiIp TEXT 

wifiSsid TEXT 

wifi_bssid TEXT 

wifiMac TEXT 

wifi_rssi INTEGER 

wifiType INTEGER 

0: Main cell, 1: Neighbor 

wifiTimeStamp TIMESTAMP DEFAULT 
(datetime('now','localtime')) 
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5. Results 

Once the app is developed and running without crashing and having any problems, it is time to 

collect data and store it in the data base. The data obtained from the sensors has been processed with 

Matlab so it can be easily shown to the user. 

5.1. Device tracking 

The last version of the app includes two ways of tracking the device: GPS location and Network 

provider location. The accuracy of both of them is so different as the GPS sensor can give a more 

precise location of the device, where the network location can provide us the location of the antenna 

to which we are connected to. 

Data has been retrieved while traveling from Linköping to Norrköping, and this is the result 

obtained with the two different providers. 

 

The results show that GPS is more accurate and follows the road more accurately than the network 

provider does, as the red trace is not as smooth as the road should be.  

  

- GPS 

- Network provider 
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5.2. Relative error between traces 

The trace of the GPS sensor is so different from the one from the Network provider. Even though, 

the relative error is always inferior to 0.02%. If the difference between both traces is processed and 

latitude and longitude relative errors are calculated, the result is the following. 

 

5.3. Cell Id and Signal strength 

Finally, apart from the Wifi network connections, Gsm information and Accelerometer values, it is 

important to see how the Cell Id and Signal strength changes during the trip. The following graphs 

show the evolution of them during the samples of the displacement. 

 

The rest of information such as the Wifi connected network, Wifi neighboring networks, Gsm Cell 

Id and its information and other data can be found in the SQLite database of the project included in 

the .zip file. 
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6. Discussion and Conclusion 

The final version of the app does efficiently its purpose: get data from all the sensors related to 

Mobility Tracking. Data has been collected and stored locally in the device database and afterwards 

processed to convert raw data to user understandable graphics. 

This version is still the first development needed for the app to finally go to the market. 

Development done allows the user to store locally the data, so the next step is connect to a server so 

data can be updated. Moreover, battery draining is an important fact for the user to decide to have 

the app running, so sensors consuming should be studied an analyzed to program an algorithm to 

optimize the battery life. Raphaël Naves is the engineer who will carry on with this project with battery 

draining test and server connections. 

Regarding to the future of the app, anonymity and secure transfers are the most important facts 

that developers should be concerned with. A possible way of giving anonymity to the users is changing 

every 5 minutes of data storing, the name of the device, so it cannot be related to a specific smart 

phone or tablet. Moreover, the traffic visualization will not be shown as spot devices but a flux of 

information given by multiple devices combined with each other so a user cannot be located 

individually. 

Finally, data processing will be needed to be done in the server to process this information in real 

time. Matlab programming is a good solution to continue with this project once the number of users 

of the app is increasing. Compatibility of the application has been proven with different devices such 

as Nexus, Samsung, ZTE and other, so there is no problem on launching it to the market once the 

server connection is ready. 
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Annex 

A. Screenshots from the app 

A.1. Layout 

Main Layout 
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Settings Layout 
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A.2. Navigation bar 

 

A.3. Application state 

Not listening, Not recording 

 

Not moving, Not recording 

 

Not moving, Recording 

 

Moving, Recording 
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B. Diagram images 

B.1. Global process 
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B.2. Application start 
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B.3. Movement service 

 

Movement starting service 
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Movement periodic service 

 

B.4. Data Processing service 
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Data Processing starting service 
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Data Processing periodic service 
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B.5. Accelerometer process 
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C. Application values 

C.1. Icon – Logo of the app 

 

C.2. String values 

The values defined as strings that are used in the Application project are the following. 

String Id String value 

app_name Mobility Tracker 

action_settings Settings 

main_title Sensors data 

gps GPS 

gps_lat Latitude (GPS): 

gps_long Longitude (GPS): 

gps_alt Altitude (GPS): 

gps_sats Satellites in range: 

google_lat Latitude (google): 

google_long Longitude (google): 

google_alt Altitude (google): 

wifi_lat Latitude (Net): 

wifi_long Longitude (Net): 

wifi_alt Altitude (Net):  
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accel Accelerometer 

x x 

y y 

z z 

mod Norm 

delta Dif  

mean Mean  

std_dev Std Dev  

max Max  

cell_id Cellular Cell Id  

cell_main Main Cell  

cell_neig1 Neighbour 1  

cell_neig2 Neighbour 2  

id Id:   

lac LAC:   

cell_main_strength Main Cell Strength:   

wifi_title Wifi  

wifi_ip Ip:   

wifi_rssi Rssi:   

wifi_ssid Ssid:   

wifi_bssid Bssid:   

wifi_mac Mac:   

update Update  

start_rec Start rec  

stop_rec Stop rec  

start Start  
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stop Stop  

rec Recording  

no_rec Not Recording  

mov Moving  

no_mov Not Moving  

no_lis Not Listening  

no_data No Data  

wait_mov Waiting for movement  

not_enabled Not enabled  

not_connected Not connected  

action_deleteDB Empty DB  

space   

 

C.3. Color values 

Color Id Color value 

background_color #000000 

text_color #FFFFFF 

red_notrec #ED2704 

green_rec #15B232 

yellow #EFA315 

 

C.4. Dimension values 

Dimension Id Dimension value 

activity_horizontal_margin 5dp 

activity_vertical_margin 5dp 
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text_title 20dp 

text_subtitle 16dp 

text_normal 12dp 

padding_title 3dp 

padding_text_main 8dp 
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D. Structure of classes 

D.1.Mobility Tracker 

Main Activity 

Starting class of the program. From this class the main layout is set and the action for the button. 

The main layout shows some data stored in the Global Table of the local database. 

This class also sets the behavior of the menu and items on the Navigation bar. 

Methods 

onCreate(): Called when Activity is created. This will be running every time will be started. This 

method contains actions to perform when the activity is launched to load a previous state if there was 

one. 

onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu): Called when Activity started. Creation of the menu of the 

app. Actually, the only menu item is Settings, to configure the storage parameters that user wants for 

the app. 

onDestroy(): Actions to be done when the Activity is Destroyed. Methods unRegisterBcReceiver() 

and updateAppKeys() will be called. 

onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem item): Called whenever a option from the Menu is selected. 

Definition of the action to do when an item of the Menu is selected, in this case only the Setting 

button. 

onPause(): Actions to be done when the Activity is Paused. Method updateAppKeys() will be called. 

onResume(): Actions to be done when the Activity is Resumed. Method registerBcReceiver() will 

be called. It will check if the Activity is resumed coming from Settings and, if so, it will perform a click 

on Start button to start again the movement processor if it was listening before. 

onSaveInstanceState(Bundle state): Data is saved when the Activity is Paused or Stopped, to 

resume it from the point it was. This method automatically called from the when the Activity is Paused. 

onStart(): Actions to be done when the Activity is Started. Method registerBcReceiver() will be 

called. 

onStop(): Actions to be done when the Activity is Stopped. Methods unRegisterBcReceiver() and 

updateAppKeys() will be called. 

registerBcReceiver(): Register the Broadcast Receiver to get data from other threads and services. 

This method checks if the Receiver is already registered and if not, it does so. 
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unregisterBcReceiver(): Unregister the Broadcast Receiver and stop listening. This method checks 

if the Receiver is registered and, if so, it unregisters it. 

updateAppKeys(boolean running, boolean listening, boolean recording): Updates the values of 

Preferences of the app. Preferences are saved in the device memory, so the app will be able to load 

the previous state within these values. 

Inner classes 

BcReceiver(): Broadcast Receiver to get data from other threads and services. Its main use is to 

receive data from the Remote Service which includes sensors data, and show it in the screen. The only 

method in this class is: 

 onReceive(Context context, Intent intent): Sets the data from the intent received to text 

to be shown in the appropriate place in the screen layout. 

Settings Activity  

Activity that sets the fragment where the settings are shown. The aim of this class is setting a 

viewable activity for the Settings Fragment to run in. 

Methods 

onCreate(): Called when the activity is started by pressing Settings button in Menu. Sets the layout 

for the activity_settings, which includes a fragment where the preferences will be shown. 

SharedPreferences will not be showed directly by SettingsActivity but by a fragment which is 

contained in this activity class. 

Settings Fragment  

Class that sets the layout of the settings as defined in the xml file main.xml. 

When a preference is changed by the screen, the listener of this class calls the proper method to 

act consequently. 

Methods 

onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState): Creation of the Fragment where the Menu will be placed. 

Updates the values of the App Preferences to the ones from the Settings layout the user has selected. 

onPause():Actions to be done when the Activity is Paused. Unregisters the 

OnSharedPreferenceChangeListener. 

onResume():Actions to be done when the Activity is Resumed. Registers the 

OnSharedPreferenceChangeListener. When Settings Activity is started, a Broadcast Message is send 

to the MainActivity to say that user has accessed to Settings. Than will stop the Movement Detection, 

as the settings are being changed. 

onSharedPreferenceChanged (SharedPreferences sharedPreferences, String key): Called when a 

Preference is changed in the PreferenceFragment. Depending on the key with which is called, it will 

change the specific preference value of the app. 
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D.2. Mobility Tracker: Alert dialog 

Delete DB Alert Dialog Fragment 

This class sets the dialog when the navigation button or menu option for deleting data base is 

selected. If Confirmed, the local database of your mobile phone will be deleted absolutely and you will 

not be able to recover it again. 

Methods 

onCreateDialog(Bundle savedInstanceState): Creates he pop up message and performs the action 

depending on which option is selected: 

 Yes: Creates a DataBaseHelper object and deletes the current database 

 No: No action performed. 

GPS Alert Dialog Fragment 

This class sets the dialog when in settings the user wants to record GPS data and it is not enabled. 

As GPS can’t be turned on and off programmatically, the user is given the option to go to the device 

settings to enable the GPS. 

Methods 

onCreateDialog(Bundle savedInstanceState): Creates he pop up message and performs the action 

depending on which option is selected: 

 Yes: Opens the settings screen where location sources can be activated and deactivated 

for the user to start the GPS (because GPS cannot be switched on and off 

programmatically). 

 No: No action performed. 

D.3. Mobility Tracker: Concurrence 

Semaphore 

Implementation of a concurrence method to handle the app process, so a thread can be waiting 

for another one to finish. This method has been programmed independently from the one that 

android provides, as it is easier to understand. 

Methods 

P(): Makes a process wait until is woken up by V() method. 

V(): Wakes up a sleeping process from the awaiting queue. 
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D.4. Mobility Tracker: Database 

Database Helper 

This class contains all the methods related to the local Data Base processing: create, insert, update, 

drop and delete. An object of this class is created inside the Data Processing object to manage and 

work with the local database. 

Methods 

emptyDataBase(Context context): Deleting the database from the cell files. This action cannot be 

undone. 

insertAccelTableData(SensorsValues data): Function to insert data into the Accelerometer Table of 

the database, given a SensorData object with updated data. This method is called every sampling 

period. 

insertData(SensorsValues data, boolean[] sensorON, boolean wifiNeighs): Function to insert Data 

to the data base, by giving a SensorData object with the desired data to store. This function is not used 

anymore, but it can be useful for future developments. 

insertGlobalTableData(SensorsValues data): Function to insert data into the Global Table of the 

database, given a SensorData object with updated data. This method is called every sampling period. 

insertGpsData(GpsValues gpsData): Function to insert data into the GPS Table of the database, 

given a GpsValues object with updated data. This method is called every GPS location update, if it is 

requested to. 

insertGsmTableData(SensorsValues data): Function to insert data into the Gsm Table of the 

database, given a SensorData object with updated data. This method is called every sampling period. 

insertWifiTableData(SensorsValues data, boolean wifiNeighs):  Function to insert data into the Wifi 

Table of the database, given a SensorData object with updated data. This method is called, if the Wifi 

Sensor is selected to be stored, every sampling period. 

onCreate(SQLiteDatabase db): Creation of the Tables of SQLiteDatabase. Tables are created as 

specified in the String constants in the code. 

onUpgrade(SQLiteDatabase db, int oldVersion, int newVersion): Upgrade of the Tables of 

SQLiteDatabase, by dropping the existing ones. In case a new version of the database is specified 

because of any change in the structure, the existing tables are ignored and new ones replace them. 
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D.5. Mobility Tracker: Data Processing 

Data Processing 

Service that controls the different sensors. From this class, it is possible to set the sensors, start 

them, listen to updates and collecting the data from them. It is also possible to start the GPS Data 

Processing service. 

Methods 

cancelPreviousScheduleGpsTimeout(): Cancels the previous Time out set. 

checkSensors(): Checks the availability of sensors in the device. 

checkWifiChanged(String lastWifi, String newWifi): Check if the Wifi connected network has 

changed from last check. 

listenSensors(): Start listening for the sensors selected to collect data, setting the different listeners 

on the sensors. 

onBind(Intent arg0): This method is not used, but should be defined in a Service class type. 

onCreate(): Called when initializing the service, initializes the main variables of the class and creates 

the variables for the sensors. 

onDestroy(): Called when finishing the service, stops the main course of the program and listening 

the sensors. 

registerBcReceiver(): Register the Broadcast Receiver to get data from other threads and services, 

in this case, the Wifi state. 

scheduleGpsTimeout(): Sets the Timeout to check if there is a fix. 

sendDataToScreen():Sends broadcast with the data from the sensors, so it can be received by the 

Main Activity BroadcastReceiver and showed to the user. 

setGsmSignalStrength(int cell_signalstrength): Called from the GsmData object, updates the values 

of Gsm Main Cell SignalStrength to the SensorData object. 

setGsmValues(double cell_id, double cell_lac, int cell_psc, String cell_nettype_string, String 

cell_oper): Called from the GsmData object, updates the information to the SensorData object. 

setNetValues(double loc_lat, double loc_long): Called from NetData, updates the values of 

Network Location to the SensorData object. 

setSensors(): Initializes the sensor variables into objects and sets them. 
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startService():Starts the main course of the sensor collecting data program, checking the available 

sensors, setting them, updating the settings, listening to the available ones and starting storing data 

service. 

startStoringData():Start a periodic task to store data in the data base by setting a Scheduled Thread 

Pool Executor. 

startStoringGps(): Starts a new service for Storing GPS Data. This is an independent service and will 

run remotely. 

stopListeners(): Stops listening from all sensors. 

stopStoringData(): Stops the periodic task of storing data stopping the Scheduled Thread Pool, stop 

sensors and notifies to the user via screen. 

stopStoringGps(): Stops the service for Storing Data. 

storeData(): Procedure to store data in the database to be the most periodically possible. Initially, 

the Global Table and Accelerometer data values are updated and stored. Then the Gsm Table and 

finally the Wifi table. 

unregisterBcReceiver(): Unregister the Broadcast Receiver and stop listening. 

updateAccelData(): Updates data from the Accelerometer to SensorData object. 

updateBatteryData(): Updates data from the Battery to SensorData object. 

updateData(): Updates data from all the sensor into a SensorData object. 

updateGsmNeighData(): Updates data from the Gsm Neighbors to SensorData object. 

updateSettings():Check the settings menu and updates the variables to the selected ones. 

updateWifiData(): Updates data from the Wifi to SensorData object. 

updateWifiNeighData(): Updates data from the Wifi Neighbors to SensorData object. 

Inner classes 

BcReceiverDP: Broadcast Receiver to detect if the user changes the state of Wifi, to determine if it 

has been switched on or off. 

 onReceive(Context context, Intent intent): If Wifi has been turned off, it will update the 

Wifi information and disable the sensor in the boolean array. If Wifi has been turned on, 

sensor will be listened and Wifi data updated. 

Inner runnable 

checkAtTimeout: Called only once when the GPS Data Processing is started, checks if there is a fix 

after the Timeout. 
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updateDataTask: Called every sampling period, calls to store data to the database and show the 

results to the screen. 

Gps Data Processing 

Service that controls the GPS sensor, enabling the update request and processing the new data 

entries to store them in the database. 

Methods 

insertDbGpsValues(GpsValues gpsValues): Inserts the GPS data into the GPS Table of the database. 

onCreate(): Called when starting the service, initializes the main variables of the class and creates 

the variables for the accelerometer sensor. 

onDestroy(): Called when finishing the service, stops the main course of the program and listening 

the sensors. 

sendDataToScreen(GpsValues gpsValues): Sends broadcast with the data from the GPS, so it can 

be received by the Main Activity BroadcastReceiver and seen by the user. 

startService(): Starts the main course of the sensor collecting data program, setting the GPS and 

starting listening to it. 

updateSettings(): Updates the settings defined by the user to the GPS listener.  

Math Operation 

Class containing some math operations needed for the app. This class is called only to get result 

from a complex math operation. 

Methods 

getNorm3(double x, double y, double z): Returns the norm of a 3 dimensional vector. 

Movement Processing 

Service that processes the information of the accelerometer to detect if the device is moving or 

not. Once movement is detected, this service will handle actions as Start storing data or stop it. 

Methods 

onBind(Intent arg0): This method is not used, but should be defined in a Service class type. 

onCreate(): This method, called when starting the service, initializes the main variables of the class 

and creates the variables for the accelerometer sensor. 

onDestroy(): This method, called when finishing the service, stops the main course of the program 

and listening the sensors. 
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start_accel(): Start listening the accelerometer sensor to determine if there is any movement or 

not. To do it, sets a Scheduled Thread Pool Executor and checks every movement detection period if 

the accelerometer is detecting movement or not. 

startStoringData(): Starts a new service for Storing Data. This is an independent service and will run 

remotely. 

stop_accel(): Stop listening the accelerometer sensor, stopping the Scheduled Thread and not 

asking any more for updates of movement. 

stopStoringData(): Stops the service for Storing Data. 

updateAccSamplingTime(): Updates the Movement Sampling Time variable. 

updateMovingThreshold(): Update the movement decision threshold variable. 

updateRateAcc(): Update the Rate of Sampling the Accelerometer variable. 

updateSettings(): Updates all the values set by the user to the Movement detection. 

updateStopStoringTime(): Update the Stop Storing Time variable. 

Inner Runnable 

accelMovTask: The main purpose of this runnable is checking if there is movement in the last 

interval of time. To do so, the app calculates the accelerometer statistics and defined a criteria to 

detect movement, in this case the Standard Deviation, if it is over the threshold movement is detected 

and startStoringData() is called. If not and device is stopped longer than the stopTime, the app will 

stopRecordingData(). Information about the state of movement and storing data will be send in a 

Broadcast to Main Activity to be shown to the user. 

Statistics 

Class containing some statistics operations needed for the app. This class is called only to get result 

from a complex statistic operation. 

Methods 

getMax(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the maximum value of an array of 

numbers. Booelan ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the zero values in 

the calculation. 

getMaxAbs(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the absolute maximum value 

of an array of numbers. Booelan ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the 

zero values in the calculation. 

getMean(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the mean value of an array of 

numbers. Booelan ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the zero values in 

the calculation. 
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getMin(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the minimum value of an array of 

numbers. Boolean ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the zero values in 

the calculation. 

getMinAbs(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the absolute minimum value of 

an array of numbers. Boolean ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the zero 

values in the calculation. 

getStdDev(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the Standard Deviation of an 

array of numbers. Boolean ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the zero 

values in the calculation. 

getVariance(List<Double> data, boolean ignoreZeroValues): Returns the Variance of an array of 

numbers. Boolean ignoreZeroValues determine if the user wants to ignore or add the zero values in 

the calculation. 

median(List<Double> data): Returns the median value of an array List. 

D.6. Mobility Tracker: Parameters 

Classes from this package are parameters to be used between classes just to contain info. No 

methods are defined in this classes. 

Gps Values 

Information regarding to location (latitude and longitude), speed, accuracy, orientation and time 

stamp. 

Gsm Neighs Values 

Information regarding Id, LAC, PSC, Signal Strength and Network type of the Neighbour. 

Sensor Values 

All the information stored in the different tables of the database, coming from the different 

sensors: Accelerometer, Battery, GPS, Gsm, Network location and Wifi. 

Wifi Neigh Values 

Information regarding to Name, MAC and Signal Strength of the Wifi network and MAC of the 

device. 
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D.7. Mobility Tracker: Sensors 

Accelerometer Data 

This class controls the Accelerometer sensors. Methods are implemented to start-stop the sensor 

and manage the data. 

Methods 

calculateAccelerometerData(): Calculates the Accelerometer statistics with data collected since 

last data was calculated. Once done, restart the variables. 

calculateData(): Calculates the mean, standard deviation, max and min of the given data 

changeAccelSamplingRate(int new_rate): Change the rate of the listening events. 

initializeVariables(): Initialize variables defined in the class as empty strings and index set to zero. 

listenAccel():Start listening from Accelerometer, by registering the listener of updates. 

onAccuracyChanged(Sensor sensor, int accuracy): Actions to be done when the Accuracy of the 

Sensor has changed. This method is called when the accelerometer accuracy has changed. Method 

does nothing as the app will not perform any action when the accelerometer accuracy changes. 

onSensorChanged(SensorEvent event): When an event occurs in the Accelerometer, caused by a 

change of values, a new value is added to the accelerometer's arrays. This method is called 

automatically when a new event. 

restartVariables(): Restart the initial values of the variables, setting them as empty strings and 

index set to zero. 

setAccel(Context context): Set the Accelerometer sensor ready to listen, linking the object to the 

sensor so it can be started. 

showLogVariable(List<Double> list, String name): Function used to show in the Log the values of a 

specific Variable. This function may be used by the programmer when debugging to check that the 

program is working properly. 

stopListenAccel():Stop listening from Accelerometer, by unregistering te listener of updates. 

Battery Data 

This class performs the actions to retrieve data from the battery such as the Battery Level or status 

referring to if it is connected to the charger and which kind of. 

Methods 

setBattery(Context context): Set Battery sensor ready to start listening, linking the object to the 

sensor so it can be started. 
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updateBatteryInfo(): Updates the battery info into the object variable, updating the new status and 

the new battery level. 

getBatteryLevel(): Get the actual level of the battery, returned in a float from the method.  

Gps Data 

This class performs controls the GPS sensor, performing the actions to retrieve data from it, 

registering and unregistering its listener. 

Methods 

getDateTime(): String method returning the actual TimeStamp into a String. 

getSatNumb(): Integer method returning the number of satellite the GPS is getting the data of. 

isGpsOn(): Boolean method returning if the GPS is enabled, whether if it is receiving data or not. 

listenGps(long minTime_ms, float minDist_m): Starts listening to the GPS Data, registering the 

listener with the minimum time specified and minimum distance. Both parameters must be 

accomplished by the sensor to get updated data. In example: if set 10 meters and 10 seconds and the 

device stays 20 seconds with 0 meters of different distance, no update will be considered as new data 

until 10 meters of movement. 

setGps(Context context, GetGpsValues interf): Set GPS locationManager ready to start listening, 

linking the object to the sensor so it can retrieve the desired data. 

showProvidersLog(): Shows in the Log the different providers available for GPS location. 

stopListenGPS(): Stops listening to the GPS Data by unregistering the listener of the sensor. 

Inner classes 

LocationListener(): Location listener that is enabled whenever the listener is registered and 

stopped when it is unregistered. The main purpose of this listener is handling the data update 

whenever there is new data from the GPS sensor. 

 onLocationChanged(Location location): Called when new data is received from the GPS 

sensor, providing a Location object including all the data from the sensor as latitude, 

longitude, speed, accuracy, speed and orientation. An interface in DataProcessing will be 

called to update the data of SensorsData. 

 onProviderDisabled(String provider): Called when one of the Location providers is 

disabled. If the GPS provider is disabled, listener is unregistered and a Boolean determining 

the GPS status is set to false. 

 onProviderEnabled(String provider): Called when one of the Location providers is enabled. 

If the GPS provider is enabled, listener is unregistered and a Boolean determining the GPS 

status is set to true. 
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 onStatusChanged(String provider, int status, Bundle extras): Called when the status of a 

Location Provider is changed. App does not need information from this status, so no action 

is done. 

Gsm Data 

This class controls the GSM connection, performing the actions to update the data from the data 

connection of the device, retrieving information from the connected cell and the neighboring ones. 

Methods 

getGsmNeighData(): Updates the Neighboring cells information from the Telephony Manager. 

getNetworkType(int NetworkType): Converts the network type integer to a String so the User can 

see in a String the kind of connection. 

listenGsm(): Starts listening to the Gsm Data, setting the different listeners needed to get the 

desired data. Listeners to be set are: Cell location, Data connection state, Signal strengths and Service 

state. 

setGsm (Context context, GetGsmValues interf): Set Gsm locationManager ready to start listening 

by linkint the object to the phone manager state where the info is stored. 

stopListenGsm(): Stops the listeners defined previously in the listenGsm method. 

Net Data 

This class controls the Network Location sensor, performing the actions to retrieve data from it, 

registering and unregistering its listener. 

Methods 

setNet (Context context, GetNetValues interf):  Set Net locationManager ready to start listening, 

linking the object to the network listener that gets the information from google. This method sets a 

Location Listener that updates the SensorData object of DataProcessing by an interface. 

listenNet(long minTime_ms, float minDist_m): Starts listening to the Network Provider Data, 

registering the listener with the minimum time specified and minimum distance. Both parameters 

must be accomplished by the sensor to get updated data. 

stopListeningNet(): Stops listening to the Network Provider Data by unregistering the listener of 

the sensor. 

isNetOn(): Boolean method returning if the Network provider is enabled, whether if it is receiving 

data or not. 

Inner class 

LocationListener(): Location listener that is enabled whenever the listener is registered and 

stopped when it is unregistered. The main purpose of this listener is handling the data update 

whenever there is new data from the GPS sensor. 
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 onLocationChanged(Location location): Called when new data is received from the 

network location sensor (google information), providing a Location object including the 

data from the sensor as latitude and longitude. An interface in DataProcessing will be called 

to update the data of SensorsData. 

 onProviderDisabled(String provider): Called when one of the Location providers is 

disabled. App does not need information from it, so no action is done. 

 onProviderEnabled(String provider): Called when one of the Location providers is enabled. 

App does not need information from it, so no action is done. 

 onStatusChanged(String provider, int status, Bundle extras): Called when the status of a 

Location Provider is changed. App does not need information from this status, so no action 

is done. 

Wifi Data 

This class performs the action to start and stop the Wifi sensor and retrieves the desired from the 

connection and neighboring networks. 

Methods 

isWifiConnected(): Boolean method returning if the Wifi is connected to a network, updating the 

information of the Wifi connection if true. 

isWifiEnabled(): Boolean method returning if the Wifi sensor is ON. 

listenWifi(): Switches ON the Wifi sensor. 

logWifiStatus(): Shows in the Log the status of Wifi. This method may be used by the programmer 

when debugging. 

resetWifiData(): Set to null and empty strings the values of the Wifi parameters. 

setWifi(Context context): Set Wifi sensor ready to start listening by linking the object to the Wifi 

manager of the device. 

stopWifi(): Switches OFF the Wifi sensor. 

updateWifiInfo(): Updates the Wifi connection information to the object variables. 

updateWifiNeighs():Scan to detect the Wifi neighbors to be stored in the database, updating the 

wifiNeigs list where the found network information is stored. 
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E. Matlab methods for data processing 

Once the data is collected, processing needs to be done and some plots can be extracted from the 

numeric information. Matlab is the chosen program to develop these processing methods. 

E.1. Tracing the route in a map 

During the project, my common route to see my professor was travelling from Linköping to 

Norrköping. To trace the route the bus was following with the GPS and the Network provider, this 

function allows the user to plot the tracking between this two points. 

function [] = showSwedishRoute( latGps, longGps, latNet, longNet ) 

%showSwedishRoute Show the route between Linkoping and Norrkoping 

 

linkonorrko = worldmap( [58.3 58.7] , [15.4 16.4] ); 

land = shaperead('landareas.shp', 'UseGeoCoords', true); 

geoshow(land, 'FaceColor', [0.15 0.5 0.15]) 

cities = shaperead('worldcities', 'UseGeoCoords', true); 

geoshow(cities, 'Marker', '.', 'Color', 'red') 

lakes = shaperead('worldlakes', 'UseGeoCoords', true); 

geoshow(lakes, 'FaceColor', 'blue') 

rivers = shaperead('worldrivers', 'UseGeoCoords', true); 

geoshow(rivers, 'Color', 'blue') 

linko_lat = [58.415833]; 

linko_long = [15.625278]; 

textm(linko_lat,linko_long,'Linkoping 

','Color','w','HorizontalAlignment','right') 

geoshow(linko_lat,linko_long, 'Marker', 'x', 'Color', 'red') 

norrko_lat = [58.6]; 

norrko_long = [16.2]; 

geoshow(norrko_lat,norrko_long, 'Marker', 'x', 'Color', 'red') 

textm(norrko_lat,norrko_long,' Norrkoping','Color','w') 

 

latGps(latGps==-1) = []; longGps(longGps==-1)=[]; 

geoshow(latGps,longGps,'Color','b') 

 

latNet(latNet==-1) = []; longNet(longNet==-1)=[]; 

geoshow(latNet,longNet,'Color','c') 

 

end 
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E.2. Analyzing error between Network Provider and GPS 
Provider 

As the GPS provider is more accurate than the network provider because this last one gives the 

location of the connected antenna, relative error is calculated based on the GPS provider data, 

knowing that value can fluctuate from 0º-360º. 

function [ errorR ] = relativeError( latGps, longGps, latNet, longNet ) 

%relativeError Calculus of the Relative error from the latitude and 

%longitude between GPS and Network provider 

 

latGps(latNet==-1)=0; latNet(latGps==-1)=0; 

latGps(latNet==0)=0; latNet(latGps==0)=0; 

 

longGps(longNet==-1)=0; longNet(longGps==-1)=0; 

longGps(longNet==0)=0; longNet(longGps==0)=0; 

 

errorR = [abs(latGps-latNet)./360 * 100, abs(longGps-longNet)./360 * 

100] ; 

errorR(isnan(errorR)) = 0; 

 

end 
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F. Database structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

globalTable accelTable

gpsTable

gsmTable

wifiTable

measIdCP

batteryLevel

gpsLat

netLoc_lat

gsmMainCell_id

wifi_bssid

gsmMainCell_str

timeStamp

wifi_rssi

netLoc_long

gpsLong

accel_x_mean

accel_x_stddev

accel_x_max

accel_y_mean

accel_y_stddev

accel_y_max

accel_norm_mean

accel_delta_stddev

accel_z_max

accel_z_mean

accel_z_stddev

accel_delta_max

accel_delta_mean

accel_norm_stddev

accel_norm_max

measIdCE

accel_x_min

accel_y_min

accel_delta_min

accel_norm_min

accel_z_min

gpsMeasIdCP

gpsLat

gpsLong

gpsAccu

gpsSpeed

gpsOri

gpsTimeStamp

measIdCE

measIdCE

gsmCellId

gsmLac

gsmPsc

gsmNetType

gsmOperator

gsmStrength

gsmType

gsmTimeStamp

measIdCE

wifiIp

wifiSsid

wifiBssid

wifiMac

wifiRssi

wifiType

wifiTimeStamp


